BLISTER MACHINE
CHANGE PARTS
Since 1968 we have excelled in the field of manufacturing tablet compression tooling. In 1987 we capitalized on our acquired expertise and knowledge to bring you our tablet presses.

Over the last few years we have started manufacturing Blister tooling for PVC ALU, ALU ALU and Tropical Blister machines. We have acquired expertise in manufacturing blister change parts for various makes of rotary and flat blister machines. We regularly provide change parts suitable for the following makes of blister machines:

- CAM
- Hoonga
- Pam Pac
- Elmach
- Precision Gear
- Rapid Pack

Our commitment to quality, perfection & consistency has seen us invest in state of the art systems, processes & facilities. Our production setup includes CNC machines like Wirecut, Milling and Lathes.